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Abstract 

Se\'eral types of stress develop as water freezes in plant tissues. Each stress 
arises from a distinct form of energy and these ha\'e been analyzed thermo
dynamicall)". The stresses ,1150 h:we been distinguished by differences in the 
means by which cryst.lllization energy is dissipated, the temperature range in 
which each stress become; injurious, and the histological pattern of injury in 
the plant. 

Heritable traits affect water transition paterns induced by freezmg and 
modify the stress energies that de\'e!op as the temperature decreases. Other 
tr,lits affect the p,lttern of injury and the ability of the plant to recover. \Vinter 
h,udiness is a complex property of a genotype involving many genetically 
determined metabolic systems. Classification of genotypes with respect to 
specific heritable tr,lits mar aid in selectIOn of parental lines for plants breeding, 
and tests in which specific forms of stress are induced may aid in selection of 
progeny adapted to particular em'ironments. 

A basis for laboratory analysis of plant genotypes to e\'aluate traits that 
affect freezing stress or plant response is discussed. An analysis of 'Hudson' 
badey (Horde/1111 1IIIg,/re L.) is illustrated graphically, Comparative data for 
lines from the U.S. Department of Agriculture world collections of barley and 
whe,lt are being compiled from field, nursery. controlled environment, and 
bbor,ltory tests. \Ve are especially interested in finding culti\'ars that are 
uniquely adapted to specific em'ironments or that have distincti\'e traits that 
might affect stress, response, or recovery. 

Key words: freeze stress, winter hardiness, cultivar analysis, barley, wheat. 
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Barley: 

Patterns of Response to Freezing Stress 


C. R. OLlEN' 

Introdudion 

Because winter hardiness is a complex trait, genetically 
and ph),siologicall}·, a system.ltic approach is needeu to 
understand and mani pubte the variables that affect sur
vil·a1. \X/inter hardiness im'okes general adaptation to a 
specific em'ironment ,1S well as various forms of frost 
hardiness and, therefore, depends on obtaining an opti
mum combination from a large number of genes. In
creases in hardiness beyond present limits require finding 
new genes in pl.1nts from world collections or from re
bted species .lnd incorpor.lring them into the gene pools 
used to del'e!,lp cllmmerci.ll cultil·.lrs. Such transfers of 
genetic and ph)'siologic.ll inform.lti(lt1 C,ln be done more 
dire.:tlr where simpl\' inherited component traits h,ll'e 
been identil>d (7,20, 22).c 

Freezing stresses basic,llly im'oh'e water transItIOns. 
\X'.lter is a complexly and dyn:llnically structured com
ponent of pl.lnts. Its physical properties and distribution 

art affected by the polymer systems of the tissue as well 
as by various classes of solutes. \Vater transitions of 
freezing begin with crystallization, but this new phase 
competes with all other phases of water association and 
causes a sequence of transitions to occur until the system 
again is at equilibrium (8). 

Analysis of energy relations in freezing is a key in 
identifying tr,lits that invoke water and its interactions 
with plant substances. Energy relations can be evaluated 
f rom analysis of (a) water transitions, (b) freezing 
kinetics, (c) crystal growth patterns, (d) thermal transi
tions, and (~) stress I'ectors. The analytical results can 
be coordinated to deril'e a more precise description of 
stress components. 

Patterns of water transition, stress energies, and sur
I'il'al are discussed as criteria for uniquely characterizing 
specific plant tissues with respect to winter hardiness. 

Review of Stress Analysis 

Intensity l)f freezing refers to the amount of energy 
for ice crystal gwwth that acts in a specific time inten'al 
and region of J tissue (16) _ Because water tends to 
supercool, ice crystal growth at temperatures of only a 
few degrees below the freezing point does not occur 
spontaneously. but as an extension of exogenous ice. 
This nucleating ice that initiates freezing in winter 
cereals usu:llly forms in the soil (13). Under high rela
til'e humidity with radiation cooling, nucleating ice can 
form on le.lf surfaces. These crystals grow as fine irregu
br structures through the plant tissue at a rate of about 
10 centimeters per second (23). Primary crystal growth 

'Plant physiologist, Agricultural Research Service, and 
professor, Crops and Soil Sciences Department. Michigan 
Stale University, East Lansing 48824. 

'lcalic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, 
p.8. 

in leaves seems to occur most freely between the epider
mis and mesophyll. 

Net growth of ice requires crystallization energy. At 
O°C ice in liquid water is in a dynamic equilibrium 
with as much free energy for melting as for freezing 
(about 50 calories per mole for each) (16). The half
life of lattice structure at the ice-liquid interface is short, 
about 10-5 seconds (5, 8). An excess of free energy 
for freezing is required for formation of irregular crys
tals and even more excess free energy is required for 
growth of ice crystals through plant tissues because of 
structural features or substances in the plant that must 
be deformed or altered as the crystal grows (J 2, 19). 

Low intensity freezing tests, as they are used to rate 
hardiness of plants, involve supercooling about 2°C 
(fig. 5, p. 6). This prol'ides sufficient freezing energy 
for ice to grow through the plant tissue but not enough 
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to destroy membr,lnes and grow into protoplasts of 
h.lrdened P1.111 ts. It does provide enough energy for 
growth of ice into protopl.lsts of tender plants. No 
ice formation is toler,lted within living prutopl.l$m 
(10). The must uni I'er~al ch,1l1ge that occurs as plants 
harden is stabiliz.1tion of the protopl.lsmic membrelne, 
especl.llly in its effectiveness .15 ,I tl.1rrier to growth of 
ice crystals. Hardened b,lder le.lI'es can sunile up to 
.lbout 5 \) supercooling (tig. '»). 

Water Transition Patterns 
The physical properties of ,Ill \\"Iter in the pl.!nt .Ire 

,lffected by .lssociation with solutes ,1l1d colloid,ll inter
f,lces (5, 8, 13). These \\'.lter .1SSociatlons are in ,1 

drnelmic st,lte of turnover .1l1d im'oke structure uf w,lter 
into p,ltterns with ,1 short 11.1lf-life (LOll sec), Little 
water is st.lbly bound. Though it nu}' be desir.lble to 
identify ,111 pluses ,lnd elssoci.ltion states of w.lter in 
plants and all ch.lnges tlut accompany freezing, this 
is so complex ,1l1d dynamic thelt generally only three 
categories h,lve been rebted ttl freezing stress: (1) liq
uid \\',lter within the prl1topbst; (2) liquid in the 
outer free space, .llong the cell wall; and (3) ice in 
the regIOn llf the cell wall (2, 11, 13). 

The primM)' crystal pattern th,lt de"elops 111 tissues 
that ,He supercooled 1 0 or 2" C is fr.lgile and unstable. 
Secondelrr cryst;l!liz.1tion results in stable ice structures 
th,lt can be studied histologic,llly. Frozen pl.lnts can be 
[.lken from field nurseries or from a test freezer and 
sectioned with a microtome in a cold chamber. The 
sections can be mounled in c\lld oil that has been stored 
in Cont.1Ct with ice s) th,lt it dlles not dissoh'e crystals 
frnm the sections. These sections c.ln be examined with 
,1 microscope in th" cold chamber. Macrocrystal struc
tures can be photogr,\phed (fig. 1). 

The freezing point of \\"lter in pl.1l1t tissues is not 
fixed but rJther is dependent on its state of organiza
tion as a result of association with other pLlnt substances. 
The freezing point shifts as .1 function of the amount 
of Inter that remains in liquid associ,ltions. The \'arious 
p.ltterns of water redistribution between protoplasmic 
liquid, cell w.ll1 liquid, and ice can be described by 
exponenti,ll equltions (11, 12). 

The amounts of liquid water associated with plant 
substances cannot be determined by direct histological 
ex.lmtnation ~)f tissue sections from frozen plants. How
el"er. obserYin~ ditTusion of indicator molecules is pos
sible, Anur,1l1th (trisodium s,llt llf 1-((4 sulfo-I-naph
thyl) .1Zl)) -2-n,lphthol-3,6-disulfonic acid) is a red dye 
th.lt is not t.lken up by protoplasts so its diffusion is re
stricted tl) the outer free space (J, 9), It is not toxic. 
Ies ne,1;.ltil'e ch.lfge helps prevent adsorption to cell wall 
polymers. Microdots of dye distributed in a frozen sec
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tion can be obsen'ed to spread by diffusion, and the 
reL1til'e ,11110unt of liquid water associated with celi wall 
substances can be determined from the diffusion rate as a 
function of temperature (17). 

P .ltterns of liquid tran:ition in the outer .free space 
can be evaluated for localized regions within a plant 
tissut by this method. However, maintenance of a stable 
condition for many hours is required for each rate 
deter.nination. A low voltage (about 5 \'olts per centi
meter for barley leaf tissue) will induce electrophordic 
mobility of the dye. The mobility data are similar to 
th.lt obt'lined by diffusion, but it only requires minutes 
inste,ld of hours (20), lvfeasurements of conductivity 
can be nude instantaneously, and they correlate with 
diffllsion dat,\ under special conditions: 

• Electric.ll resistance of only the tis511e must be deter

mined so the contact resistance must be low and known. 

• Direct current or a square wa\'e alternating current 

of no more th,lll a few cycles per second is required so 

the protoplasmic electrolytes do not affect the data. 

• Volt,lge ,lnd current must be below a level that 

affects protopl.lsts, and 

• Amount of electrolyte in the outer free space must 

be constant. 


rf the last restriction is not met, the transition pattern 

will not be reversible with increasing temperature. Re

lease of electrolyte irom the protoplasts indicates in

jury and is the basis of sel'eral vitality tests (3, 10). 


Kinetics of freezing 

Though conductil'ity data require control experiments 
to evaluate transitions in cell wall liquid during freez
ing, the speed with which data are obtained permits 
kinetics of freezing to be studied in localized regions 
of a plant (I 2). The temperature decreases faster than 
ice can form, and crystallization energy is determined 
by the displacement of temperature from equilibrium 
and studied as a function of the freezing rate. 

Because, under the conditions described, freezing 
occurs as an extension of existing crystals, the ice- • 
liquid interface acts as a catalyst and lowers the acti
vation energy of freezing. Substances, such as some 
araboxylan mucilages that are normal constituents of 
the cell wall, form .l Elm in the interface as the liquid 
freezes. They act as freezing inhibitors in the sense 
that they interfere with transition of liquid to the ice ... 
lattice, and greater crystallization energy is required to 
maintain a freezing rate. Ice structure affected by freez
ing inhibitors consists of smaller and more irregular 
crystals, and the distribution of crystals within the plant 
tissues is altered (79), Extracted araboxylRns can be 
rated for kinetics inhibitor activity by a flow-freezing • 
technique to Screen plant genotypes (J 4). Inhibitor 
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FIGl:RE 1.--·A hist"lng!.:al stud\' of ice in 'Hudson' barler crown tissues sectioned from plants frozen at 78 percent moisture: (Up
per left) l,'ngituJin.ll sedilln (If b.trley (f(lwn sh(1wing apical medstcm of a tiller; central ,-ascular transitional zone with root 
\'.15,ular elements in lower <rown; f\~Ot prim(1Cdia developing from an axillary meristem in lower left region of the crown. (Up
per right) LongituJin.ll section thr,lugh region of axillary meristem taken from a frozen barler crown to show the array 
of larger I.:e (llst.IIs that fMln in the crown (magnification 5X greater than upper left), (Lower left) Section from the vascu
lar transith'nJl regilln w sh,)\\' icc structures in a \'ascubr element, A large crystal has ruptured a xrlem vessel (magnification 2 X 
gee.ltcr th;!n upper right L (Lower right) Section through region of axillary meristem to show smaller ice structures associated 
'''Ih p.lrt.,,!tV tr"'t-J~hI'JrJted protoplasts (magnification 2X greater than lower left), 
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activity beha\'es as a component trait of winter hardiness 
(22) . 

Histological studies l)f ice structure and distribution 
within plant tissues are aided by use of low le\'els of 
opposition energy (such as sonic, infrared, or micro· 
wa\e radiation) to cause ,1 range of abnormalities. Some 
stresses of crystal growth are relie\'ed by inducing finer 
pltterns of crystallization. However, adhesion effects can 
be intensified by bringing more protoplasts into associa· 
tion with ice lattices and co.lgulated polymers. 

Nonequilibrium freezing 

Low intensity freezing induces equilibrium water 
tr.lI1sitions (11, 13). This is distinf.,'Uished from non
equilibrium transitions th.lt occur when the freezing 
intensity is incre.1sed to a b'e! where significant dif
ferences Je\'elop in the p.1tterns of water transitions, 
ice structures, killing temper,lrure, or p.lttern of injury 
within the plant (table 1). 

High intensity freezing occurs in tissues tbat super· 
CllOI more than 5" C or in plants at high moisture 
C()[1tent tb.lt are in cont.lct with such .tn effecti\'e heat 
sink ,1S frozen soil. The btent heat of transition is 
dissip.lted r.lpidl),- The reiati\'e h,lrdiness of barley 
genotypes, especl.llly in segreg.lted breeders' lines, de
pends on the intensity of freezing. 

TAflLE l.--FOrtlIJ of freezing stress Ih,lt 4fect Slfrdt'fli 
of uillfer cereals 

-- .-1------------- .-------,.--------.--
(REEZING DESICCA.nON 

t?ha" AuoelaUon) tPhQ'~ Stporatlon) EXTERNAL 
ICE 

NQN~ 
EeUILIBRIU" OSMOTIC fROSnVAPQR!fOUIl.18R/V'" 

META-TRESS ENERGY 6Gi~'5. U"QH(SIOt4 1l' i' BOLIC 

6G-+0 i ", AELIWIT 6NL 6N V --
EFFE.CTlVE 

E"'PERATURE 
SUPER-

COOLED -5t 'lOe 
SOl.U1E 

DEPENDENT -20C >-2C 

INJURY LOYrER 
CROWN 

ICE 
ASSOCIATED 

PLASMOLYSIS 
WALL 

SHRINKAGE 
UPPER 
CROWN 

KOTE. Stress energies develop as the free energy of water 
transition is dissipated; PGTRS) Free energy of transition; 
(Uodhesion) Potential energy of adhesion that draws ice and 
hydmpbtlit: pl.lO! systems into matrices; Co:) Osmotic activity; 
('I<) W'atCr p,ltential. Water redistribution occurs as ice forms 
until the ~GTRS is 7.ero. ~G is dissipated by irre\'ersible work 
(WI), shifts in acdv.ltion limits of transitions (~ElIMIT), or 
shifts in the densit)' functions (~NL = number of molecules in 
liquid at the ke interf.lce) (~Nv = number of water molecules 
in ,1 g"', phJse at Ihe ice interface). "Effective temperature" is 
that which results in injury of hardened 'Hudson' barle)' leaf 
tissue fro~en under various test ronditions in which the different 
streSS energies predominate, Each form of Stress causes a 
umquc pattern of injury. The most characteristic feature is 
indl~ated. 

Winter hardiness involves a large number of traits 
and has been found to be complex both genetically and 
physiologically (4, 21). Components im'olve such non· 
adaptive traits as anatomical features as well as highly 
adaptive metabolic changes that occur as plants harden 
at low temperature (13). Relative hardiness of com
mercial cultivars involves traits that affect the stresses 
which de\'elop as the temperature is lowered as weil as 
the resistance of tissues to stress (13). 

Stress Energies 
Temperature is not an index of stress but is a measure 

of exchangeable kinetic energy-molecular motion that 
prevents potential bond energies from organizing water 
into a lattice structure. The potential energy is in balance 
with the kinetic energy at the freezing point. Stresses 
arise from potential energy interactions that become more 
effective as the temperature is reduced and draw water 
and other plant components into injurious configurations 
(5,8). 

WTith high crystallization energies, ice crystal growth 
can be destructive if the energy is opposed by tissue 
structures. Ice in a leaf does little damage when it only 
lifts the epidermis, but if crystals grow in a crown im· 
bedded in frozen soil, significant injury can occur (11, 
19). Crystallization energies can be determined from 
the water transition patterns by using the displacement 
of temperature, caused by supercooling (type I) or 
rapid heat transfer (type II), from equilibrium (fig. 6, 
p. 7). 

With low crystallization energies, other interactions 
become important and effects of ice separated by a gas 
phase from wet tissue components are different from ice 
in the interface. If a system has equilibrated with ice, 
and then the temperature is lowered, crystaIIization 
energy develops. If the ice is separated by a gas phase, 
the crystal grows as long as the wet polymer system can 
provide water vapor. The free energy is dissipated as 
the vapor pressure drops. This does not happen in an 
ice-polymer interface-the free energy is dissipated by 
shifts in the activation energies of transitions of water 
from the polymer to ice (16). Activation limits of 
transition are quantitative descriptive traits and can be 
evaluated by thermal transition patterns. 

Thermal transition patterns 

The shift in activation energies reduces the latent heat 
of freezing. The latent heat of freezing, like the freez
ing point, is a variable function of the amount of liquid 
remaining (17). The net latent heat can be determined 
by coordinating the water transition data with thermal 
transition data. Nearly identical samples of plant tissue 
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can be obtained from the same genotype of barley 
grown and hardened in a controlled environment. 

Thermal transition patterns that correspond to the 
water transition patterns discussed previously are ob
t~.ined by microcalorimetry, following the same tempera
ture pattern for both analyses. Coordinating this data 
gives the net latent heat of transition. It depends on the 
concentration of solutes and the ,~nergy with which 
liquid water is associated with plant polymer systems. 
As freezing progresses, the remaining liquid is more 
tightly bound, and by _10 0 C, the latent heat of re
lease from a hydrophilic polymer is approximately the 
same as release from an ice crystal (17). Consequently, 
the net latent heat is small for freezing at this tempera
ture and is similar to that for transfer of water between 

ice crystals. 
The latent heat of association for water with such 

plant substances as the cell wall polymers Can be ob
tained by subtracting the net latent heat from the latent 
heat of ice (17). The physical properties of water as
sociated with hydrophilic polymers acting in opposition 
to ice are increasingly affected by interactions as the 
temperature decreases. Significant deviations exist below 
_10 0 C. 

Stress vector analysis 

Effects of interaction in complex interfaces of hydro
philic polymers with liquid water and ice can be studied 
by stress vector analysis (J 5, 17). Freezing patterns are 
evaluated for the same polymer system with ice through
out and with ice separated by a vapor phase. In the 
latter case, temperature and vapor pressure can be 
manipulated independently. Deviation in the water 
transition patterns are shown for cellulose in figure 3. 
Vector analysis helps distinguish matrix interactions that 
involve stresses from adhesion and interaction between 
ice and polymers fcom frost desiccation where ice merely 
acts independently as a water accumulator. The vapor 
pressure (or density of water in the gas phase) char

~ acterizes interactions of plant systems with liquid water 

when no interaction occurs. 
Activation limits that must be overcome for water tran

sitions to occur are affected in complex interfaces (16). 

Deviations in activation ener.gies of transition charac
terize interactions of plant systems with liquid water as 
ice; plant polymers are drawn into closely associated 
interacting systems. The activation limits can be deter
mined when the density function has been evaluated by 
vector analysis and the latent heat calculated by coordi
nation of thermal and mass water transition patterns 

(17). 
Thi!; interpretation of freezing stress data was derived 

by partition of chemical potential based on frequency 
distribution of exchangeable kinetic energy over the 
activation limits (16). It provides an expanded expres
sion of transitional energy that consistently interrelates 
descriptive parameters (such as activation energy and 
density functions) of plant components that interact as 
freezing progresses. Screening tests have been developed 
for plant traits th~t affect these biophysical parameters 
of freezing stress(J 8). This expression of transitional 
energy also can be used to quantitatively evaluate and 
distinguish various forms of stress energy (table 1). 

The energy of adhesion is determined by the decrease 
in the activation energy of melting caused by competi
tive interactions of equilibrium freezing (17, 18). Be
cause only the activation energy of melting shifts sig
nificantly as a function of temperature with equilibrium 
freezing, the adhesion energy approximately equals the 
shift in latent heat (17, 18). Stable adhesions develop 
between - 30 and - 4 0 C as the adhesion energy be
comes greater than the free energy of melting. 

Ice crystals also organize solutes in the intercellular 
liquid by excluding them from the lattice and depositing 
them in planes between crystals or in tubules within 
crystals (12, 14). Polymers such as the araboxylans tend 
to form a film on ice crystal surfaces and also can adhere 
to the protoplasmic membrane. Sublimation of the ice 
causes contraction of the polymer. This combination of 
events has been observed to be grossly destructive caus
ing strands of protoplasm to be pulled out through 
breaks in the cell wall. It is a form of injury caused by 
ice in freeze desiccation that differs from drought injury. 
Cryoprotectants such as glycerol and sucrose tend to 
prevent adhesions of ice and polymer with the proto

plast. 
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FIGCRE 3.···Rel,lIi,'e C(\lltcnc of liquid water ;tillOg the cell walls 
(M.) at equilibrium wit!. ict.' in hardened 'Hudson' barley 
leaves and roots. The freezing point shifts ,IS a function of 
the liquid content (averlge of Ii,'e replicatillns) (11). 
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FrG:1RE 4.-Relati,·e Content of liquid water along the cell walls 
(M,) at equilibrium with ice in lea"es of hardened 'Hudson' 
barley as a function of the relath'e content of total liquid 
water. 

'Hudson' Barley Leaf

Reference for Stress Analysis and Response 


The dat.l obt.lined In a study of IC.1f tissue from 
hardened plants of 'Hudson' barley (Hort/emll IIIlg.u'e 

L.) .lre presented in figures 2·5, Hudslln b,ule), pl.lnts 
were grown from seed in s,1lld culture with a Hll.lgland's 
nutrient solution for 6 weeks at 15" C in a plant growth 
chamber, They were hardened for 3 weeks at 2 0 , anI}' 
young leaves were used, and the tr.lnsition patterns in 
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WID 2 

Adhosiono , Desiccation o -5 -10 -15 -20 

Temperature (C) 

WID Total Liquid Water Per Gram of Dry Molter 

FrGt'RE 3,-Total liquid water per gram of dry matter (W/0) 
in frozen leaves and roots of hardened 'Hudson' barley (aver. 
age of live replications) compared with sucrose and ice ad. 
hesion vs. desiccation of cellulose (I7. 20. 24), 
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these tissues were similar to those in the apical region 
of the crown (11, 13) , Transition patterns for cellulose 
.lnd sucrose are shown for comparison (20, 24), The 
shape of these tr:1llsition patterns depends somewhat on 
the relation between ice and the liquid system, 

Ice finely dispersed throughout the system raises the 
pattern slightly, whereas the pattern is depressed when 
ice is separated from the liquid containing system. 
Competiti\Oe interactions between ice and hydrophilic 

IOOr-:-'-=:-~-=:---_~~
\,

80 
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40 •.. 
20 \ .... 
o '---'--' 
o -2 '4 -6 '8 -10 '12 -14 -16 -18 -20 -22 -24 -26 -28 

T.mperoture(C)
Stress 
Eoergy 
GT Free Eneroy of F"reerinOi Tender Tissue 

Gn Free Energy of FreezfnG, Hardened Tissue 01 HiQh Moilture Content 80'% 


GI Free Eneroyof FreezinQ, Hardened Tissue 01 Low Moisture Content 60% 

U Potential Eneroy of Adhesion eetween Hydrophilic Substance. and Ice. 

'i' Wal.r Potential for DI.iceDtion. 

FIGURE 5.-Response of hardened leaf tissue of 'Hudson' barley 
to freezing stresses. Survi"al evaluated from percent of electro. 
lyte retained (3), Data for free energy of freezing (Gr, GI, 
and Gil) are the averages of 10 replications, Data for poten
tial energy of adhesion (u) and water potential ('/,) were 
taken from "A comparison of freezing and desiCCation as 
stress vectors" (15), 



substJnces result in shifts in the acti"ation limits for ... 1.6 
Q) - - - - --;:

water transitions where adhesion matrices de\'elop; only -0 	 ,.14 	 -
~ vapor pressure eC1llilibriul1l is im'ol\'ed where the phases 	 / '" 
"0 ~ I 

are sep,mte (16, 17). ::> 1.2 I 
0- n 

Figure .( shows the relation between liquid water con :J II 
10 II-tent of the outer free space and tot.tl liquid. These data 

were used to cross check the equilibrium transition pat
terns found as functions of temperature (figs. 2 and 3). 
Sudden ch'lI1ges in permeability of the protoplasmic 
membr,1!1c, cansed by shock or injury, were avoided 
by sllH"I)' .1djusting the moisture cuntent of intact plants 
from 1.2 tu .1. 'i gr.lm of W.lter per gram of dr), matter. 
The moisture contents of dct.Khed tissues were carefully 
adiusted thrllugh snl.lJler r.lnges .1S W.lter Cl)ntents were 
ass.lred. Sudden release of protoplasmic contents c.luses 
the pattern in figure .( to rise. This alsn is prominent 
in freezing p.ltterns of tender tissues. Drifting p.ltterns 
c,lllsed by mpre gr,ldl!.ll shifts char.lcterize some freez
ing processes (13). 

The response of 'Hudson' le.lf tissue ttl !1l1nequi
lIbrium freezing is presented in figure 'i, The response 
to et]uihr-rium freezing .lfter .1 minimum n\)(1equilibrium 
freeze .ll~\l is pre~ented, Equilibrium freezing must always 
start with .1 n'1!lcl]uilibrium freeze to prodde energy 
fur cryst.ll gwwth .llong the (ell ",.llls s\) tlut ph.lse as
sociation (',111 ~e est,l~lished. F(lr studies of equilibrium 
freezin,!::, this initi.l1 efTect must not be injurious. The 
LD50 for f CLlst Jesi(l\ltion, where (he phases come to 
vapor pressure e(luilir.riu!l1 while separated, was _.- 25 0 

C (15). 
The rel.ltiye liquid content in the (luter free space 

;md the rei.lti,·e ttlt.ll liquid content ,It equilibrium with 
ke th rllllglwut the system (ph.lse .lsS\lciation) .lre shown 
in ligllre 6. The superwlliing retluired to induce 50 

pen:ent sur,!, .11 when freezing occurs at ·1 and at 1.2 

gram tol.ll W.lter rer gr.lm dry nutter .1Is,) are illustr.lted 
with their Iwnctluilibdum transition patterns. l\fajor 
differences bdw(en tr.lnsition r.ltterns occur simult.lne
l1usly in dilTerent ti,<;ues of a sin,gle plant. Large dif

~ 	 ferences ,list) O((ur between transition patterns that in
yoh'e the pnltopl.mnic liquid wl11l'.lfed with the liquid 
of the outer free space. Sm.l11 differences exist in the 
tr,1I1sition p.ttterns th.lt .ue determined by whether the 
ice is aSSl1ci.lted with otl.er pluses of water in the 
tissue llr is sep.lf.lted from them. Generally, the more 

~ abmpt the transiti\)I1, the more se\'ere nonequilibrium 
stresses Me at't to de\·elop. 

For .1 ,I!i\en degree l)f supercooling or rate of tem
peratl:re ch.lnge in .1 heat sink. LIster he.lt transfer oc
cur~ from ,I unit of freeting ti,sue with an .1brupt pat
tern bec.lUse of greater 1.1tent he,lt from the larger 
mllnber of W.lter molecules im·olved. At high moisture 
contents, ml)re freezing energy tends to de\'elop in root 
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FIGURE G.-Relative litluid content of outer free space (M,) 
and relati,'c tolal liquid content (Wn at equilibrium with ice. 
Also. freezing kinetics patterns in plant tissues with the leaf 
moisture content at .f and at 1.2 gram wuter per gram dry 
nutter. TIle tempera lure displacement of the nonequilibrium 
tr"nsition pattern from Ihe equilibrium transition pattern can 
be used tll calculate the energ)' of crystallization (12, 16, 17). 
Freezing occurs in t\\'o phases when it initiates after super
,:lll,ling. In phase I. the latent heat dominates thermal diffu
sit'n and causes the temperature to rise. In phase II, thermal 
diffusion dc)minates and the temperature returns to Ihat of 
the heat sink. 

tissues than in leaves. At low moisture contents, more 
energy tends to dC"elop in lea,·es. 

Freezing of a supercooled system has two phases. In 
the first phase, the temperature rises above the sink 
temperature as water freezes rapidly. In the second 
phase, the temperature returns to the sink temperature 
while water freezes more slowly with less free energy. 
The free energy per mole of water is approximately 5.2 
times the temperature displacement from equilibrium 
(I 6). The temperature displacement for the second 
phase mainly depends on thermal conductivity to the 
heat sink. The displacement is approximately 15 times 
the rate of temperature change, though inhibitors of 
freezing kinetics affect this relationship (12). At low 
moisture contents, equilibrium freezing cannot be 
studied. 

The supercooling required to initiate freezing in the 
outer free space results in simultaneous injury to the 
protoplasts. Studying equilibrium freezing in plant tis
sues is difficult at high moisture content. When the 
freezing energy per mole is sufficiently high to estab
lish good phase association, a large amount of water 
may freeze "ery rapidly, In the laboratory this can be 
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avoided by regulating thermal conducth·jty. However, hours to days for plasmolysis and frost desiccation. So, 
10 normJI fidd conditions. the thermal contact with the the intensity required (power per area of cell mem
frozen soil heat sink usudlly is good and injury accom brane) is high for nonequilibrium freezing, diminishes 
pani,es the initial freeze (13). for equilibrium freezing, and is least for frost desicca

The response of 'Hudson' barley to stress patterns is tion. 
shown in table 1. The free energy of transition per The response curve can be expressed as a linear re
mole of water required to induce 50 percent survival gression and the slope describes the uniformity of 
increases from nonequilibrium freezing on the left to response (6, 7). Probit analysis showed that cells of 
frost desiccation on the right. Howe\'er, the time in hardened 'Hudson' barley leaf tissue responded more 
which the energy acts im'oh'es seconds for nonequi uniformly to freezing stresses that in\'o!l'ed direct inter
librium fteezing, minutes for equilibrium freezing, and actions with ice than they did to frost desiccation. 
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